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FEDERAL-AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICE

SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT STAFF

Statement of Mission

The mission of the Spectrum Management Staff is to assist the De-
partment of State, Nationial Telecommunications and Information
Administration, and the Federal Communications Commission in as-
suring the FAA's and the nation's aviation interests with sufficient
protected electromagnetic telecommunications resources throughout
the world to provide for the safe conduct of aeronautical flight by
fostering effective and efficient use of a natural resourc.- --the
electromagnetic radio frequency spectrum.

This object is achieved through the followi-g'seritc-dsT-

Planning and defending the acquisition and retention
of sufficient radio frequency spectrum to support the
aeronautical-interests of the nation, at home and a-
bidad,,aid.spectrum standardization for. the. world's
aviation community, .

Providing research, analysis, engineering, and evalu-
ation in the development of spectrum related policy-,
planning, standards, criteria, measurement equipment,
and measurement techniques.

Conducting electromagnetic compatibility analyses to
determine intra/inter-system viability and design
parameters, to assure certification of adequate spec-
trum to support system operational use and-projected
growth patterns, to defend aeronautical services spec-
trum from encroachment by others, and to provide for
the efficient use of the aeronautical spectrum.

Developing automated frequency selection coniputer.
programs/routines to provide frequency planning, fre-
quency assignment, and spectrum analysis capab-l-ties 
in the spectrum supporting the National Arspace Sys- .M
tem.

Providing spectrum management consultation, assis o
tance, and guidance to all aviation interest, users ,
and providers of equipment and services, both-na-
tional and international. F
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PROPAGATION MODEL (0.1 to 20 GHz) EXTENSIONS

FOR 1977 COMPUTER PROGRAMS

G. D. GIERHART and M. E. JOHNSON I

1. INTRODUCTION

Assignments for aeronautical radio in the radio frequency

spectrum must be made so as to provide reliable services for an

increasing air traffic density (1912. Potential interference be-

tween facilities operating on the same or on adjacent channels

must be considered in expanding present services to meet future

demands. Service quality depends on many factors, including the

desired-to-undesired signal ratio at the receiver. This ratio

varies with receiver location and time even when other parameters,

such as antenna gain and radiated powers, are fixed.

In 1973, an air/ground propagation model developed at the '

Department of Commerce Boulder Laboratories (DOC-BL) by the Insti- f
tute for Telecommunication Sciences (ITS) for the Federal Aviation f
Admifistration (FAA) was documented in detail. This IF-73 (ITS-

FAA-1973) propagation model has evolved into the IF-77 model,

Pwhich is applicable to air/air, air/ground, air/satellite, ground/

ground, and ground/satellite paths. The IF-77 has been incorpor-

ated itLo 10 computer programs that are useful in estimating the

service coverage of radio systems operating in the frequency band

from 0.1 to 20 GHz. These programs may be used to obtain a wide-

variety of computer-generated microfilm plots. A plotting capa-

bility summary is provided in table 1, and program input para-

meters are summarized in tables 2 through 4. These tables were

'The authors are with the Institute for Telecommunication Siences,
National Telecommunications and Information Administratiovi, U. S.
Department of Commerce, Boulder, Colorado d0303.
2References are listed alphabetically by author at the end of the
report so that reference numbers do not appear sequentially in
the text.
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Table 1. Plotting Capability Guide [21, table 1]

Capability Pigre () a Eara. J.

L~inac6 LOBING Tramission loss versus path distance.

Heflect ion coefficient** 7 LODING Effective specular reflection coefficient versus path
distance.

Path length di fference** 8 LOBING Difference in reflected and direct ray lengths versus
path distance.

lime lag" 9 LOBING Sam as above with path length difference expressed as
time delay.

Lob zng frcqticncy.Il** 10 LOSING Nomlized distance lobing frequency versus path dis-
tamce.

IA-ing fri.quencyI4** 11 LOSING Normalized height lobing frequency versus path distance.

Refl~ct ion point** 12 LOSING Distance to reflection point versus path distance.

Hecrat ion nngle** 13 LOSIM; Direct ray elevation angle versus path distance.

Flevation angle difference** 14 LOSING Angle by which the direct ray exceeds the reflected ray
versus path distance.

*jctral plot" is LOSING Aplitude versus frequency response curves for various
path distances.

Poi~cr avai lablec 16 ATO)A Power available at receiving antenna versus path dis-
tance or central angle for time availabilities S, 50.
and 95 percent.

I'Oucr. dCnsz-it% 17-19 ATOA Similar to above. but with power density ordinate.

lransm i..o ls 20 ATOA Similar to above, but with transmission loss ordinate.

Ib.-er avalable curves 21 ATLAS Power available curves versus distance areprovided
for several aircraft altitudes with a selected time
availability, andl a fixed lower antenna Might.

lloher density curves 22 ATLAS Similar to above, but with power density as ordinate.

transmission loss curves 23 ALAS Similar to above, but with transmission loss as ordinate.

loer available vol-iie 24 11I1P01 Fixcd power available contours in the altitude versus
distance plane for time availabilities of 5. SO, and
9S percent.

Power density valwx- 25 IMi)i Similar to above, bit with fixed power density contours.

Iri~niso ls olume 20 II11,01 Similar to above, but with fixed transmtission lossIrniso oscontours.

I 11W, coltoulr% 27-Z9) AM Contours for several flIRP levels needed to meet a par-
ticular power density requirment are shown in the al-
titude versus distance plane-for asingle time availa-f bility.

Poker available contours 3) AFODS Similar to above, but with power available contours for
a single EIRP.

Iour Jcn.ir'iy contours 31 Alm0E Similar to above, but with power density contours.
iransmjionls otus 3 AMOD Similar to above. but with transmission lbss contours.

j:CjSignal rat joS 33. ATAIIJ Deslred-to-undesi red. DiN. sinlrtio versus station
separation for a fixeddeie aii-orc le-
distance, and time avilabilities of 5, So, and 95 1
percent.

4
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S.. Table 1. Plotting Capabilitj Guide (con't)

Signal ratio-DO 34 IMiMO Similar to above, but abscissa Is desired facility-to-
*receiver distance and the station separation-is fixed.

orit n tion 35 TKIRI. Undesired station antenna orievtation with respect to
the desired to undesired station line versus required
facility separation curves are plotted for several de-

sired station antenna orientations. These curves show
the maximm separation required to obtain a specified
D/U signal ratio value at several aircraft locations
(i.e., protection points).

Service volume .637 SRVLIt Fixed D/U contours are show in the altitude versus
distance plane for a fixed station separation and time
availabilities of 5, 50, and 95 percent.

Signal ratio contours 38-9 IXIRATA Cntours for several DIU values are shom in the alti-
tude versus distance plane for a fixed station separa-
tion and time availability.

N Additional discussion, by capablity, is provided in APPLICATIMS GUIMl [21, s c. 3.21.

* pplicable only to the line-of-sight region for spherical earth gecmetry. Variability with time and

horizon effects are neglected and the counterpoise option is not available. The phase change asso-
ciated with surface reflection in the lobing region is taken as 0 or 180" to avoid missing lobe nulls.

L3

I3
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taken from an APPLICATIONS GUIDE [21, tables 1, 2, 3, aud 4] where

the capabilities and input requirements are.discussed in detail.

The figure numbers in table 1 refer to sample capability graphs

contasned in the APPLICATIONS GHIDE. hence, the APPLICATIONS

GIJ[DE contains one or more sample graphs per capability. Even

though an idea of the cppabilities available and the input re-

quirements can be obtaine,1 f.o, these tables, anyone seriously

considering using the caapbilities -hould obtain and read a copy

of the APPLICATIONS GUIDE t21.

This repoit covers extei ,,ionr ,hat. were made to IF-73 in the
process c¢f de'¢eloring the 1.977 capabilities of table 1. These

extensions allow the proF,.,,-m to be used for a wider variety of
problems such -s ,,ose i.-:.v~ng air/air or air/satellite propa-

gation. A bri, description of the prcpagation model provided in

section 2 is !ollowed by detailed discussions of specific model

extensions. 43,;-"" chang,. , - mad,- +,,-, IF-73 and errata for the 1973

report [172 are c.,ercd ir Al l,'. t,'ix A.

Except where otherwise ine,'cated, all equations provided

here are dimensionally consistent, e.g., all lengths in a partic-

ular equation are expressed in the same units. Calculations are

made in the comptuter pro.rams with a.l lengths expressed in kilo-
meters. Braces are used around parameter dimensions when partic-

ular units are called for or .when a potential dimension diffi-

cultv exists. A list of symbols is provided in Appendix B.

2. PROPAGATION MODEL

The IF-77 propagation model is applicable to air/ground,

air/air, ground/satellite, and air/satellite paths. It can also

be used for ground/ground paths that are line-of-sight or smooth

earth. Model applications are restricted to telecommunication

links operating at radio frequancies from about 0.1 to 20 GHz

with antenna heights greater than 1.5 ft (0.5 m). In addition,

radio-hor.zon elevations must be less than the elevation of the

higher antenna. The radio horizon for the -higher antenna is

4
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taken either as a common horizon with the lower antenna or as a

smooth earth horizon with the same elevation as the lower antenna

effective reflecting plane ° [17, sec. A.4.1' 21, sec. 4.1]. Ran-

ges for other parameters associated with the model are given in

table 2.

At 0.1 to 20 GHz, propagation of radio energy is affected

by the lower, nonionized atmosphere (troposphere), specifically

by variations in the refractive index of the atmosphere [2, 3, 4,

8, 12, 20, 23, 35, 36]. Atmospheric absorption and attenuation

or scattering due to rain become important at SHF [17, sec. A.4.5;

23, ch. 7; 36, ch. 3; 42]. The terrain along and in the vicinity

of the great circle path between transmitter and receiver also
plays an important part. In this frequency range, time and space

variations of received signal and interference ratios lend them-

selves readily to statistical description [20; 28; 31; 36, sec.

10]..

Conceptually, the model is very similar to the Longley-Rice

[26] propagation model for propagation over irregular terrain,

particularly in that attenuation versus distance curves calcula-

ted for the (a) line-of-sight [17, sec. A.4.2], (b) diffraction

[(17, sec. A.4.3], and (c) scatter (sec. 5) regions are blended

together to obtain values in transition regions. In addition, the

Longley-Rice relationships involving the terrain parameter Ah

are used to estimate radio-horizon parameters when such informa-

tion is not available from facility siting data [17, sec. A.4.1].
i The model includes allowance for

(a) average ray bending [4, (3.44), (3.43), (4.30); 5; 17,

p. 44; 36, sec. 4; 44]3,

(b) horizon effects (17, sec. A.4.1],

(c) long-term fading [17, sec. A.4; 36, sec. 10],

(d) facility antenna patterns [17, sec. A.4.2; 21, sec.
4.1],

3The numbers in parentheses are equation numbers for the given
reference; e.g. [4]. "

12



(e) surface reflection multipath [6; 7; 16, p. 17; 17, sec.

A.6; 18, sec. CI-D.7],

(f) tropospheric multipath [3; 12, sec. 3.1; 17, sec. A.7;

20; 25, pp. 60, B-2, 119],

(g) atmospheric absorption [iS, sec. A.3; 17, sec. A.4.5;
36, fig. 3.1],(h) ionospheric scintillations [1; 16, sec. 2.5; 18, sec.

CVII; 32; 47], and

(i) rain atten uation [11, 27].
The IF-77 model is an extended version of the IF-73 model

[17, sec. A]. These extensions include provisions for

(a) sea state (discussion of this extension follows in sec.

(b) a divergence factor (sec. 3.2),
(c) a ray length factor for situations where the free-space

loss associated with a surface reflected ray may be sig-

nificantly greater than that associated with the direct

ray (sec. 3.3),

(d) _an antenna pattern at each terminal (sec. 3.4),

(e) circular polarization (sec. 3.5),

- (f) frequency and temperature variations O'f the complex di-

electric constant for water (sec. 3.S),,

(g) long-term power fading as a function of time block (sed.
4.2) or radio climatic region (sec. 4.3),

(h) rain attenuation (sec. 4.4),

(i) ionospheric scin.tillation (sec. 4.5),

(j) an improved method for calculating the transmission

loss associated with troppspheric scatter (sec. 5);
(k) an improved estimate of the distance where horizon ef-

fects can be neglected (sec. 7),I. (1) a free-space loss formulation that is applicable to very
high antennai: (sec. 8),

(i) a formulation for facility horizon determinations that

includes ray tracing (9.2),

13



(n) ray elevation angle adjustment factors to allow for ray

tracing (sec. 10.2),

(o) antenna tracking options (sec. 10.3), and

(p) additional antenna pattern options [21, pp. 85-88].

3. EFFECTIVE REFLECTION COEFFICIENT

The formulations used previously [17, pp. 52-57 and 77-79]

for effective reflection coefficient were extended to permit

(a) surface roughness to be specified by sea state (sec. 3.1),

(b) both antennas to be high (e.g., both aircraft) by incor-

porating allowances for a divergence factor (sec. 3.2)

and a ray length factor (sec. 3.3),

(c) both terminals to have a vertical antenna pattern asso-

ciated with them by using a gain factor (sec. 3.4), and

(d) circular polarization (sec. 3.5) as anl option.

3.1 Sea State

The 1977 computer programs allow water surface roughness to

be specified by sea state or the root-mean-square (rms)- deviation,

of surface excursions within the limits of the first Fresnel

zone in the dominant reflecting plane [17, p. 53; 26, p. 3-23;

36, sec. 5.2.2]. Table 5 provides the relationship between sea

stat and b that is'used-in the model.0 h

-Values for ah provided in table 5 were estimated using sig-
nificant wave height, H estimates from Sheets and BoatwrightK [41, table l] with a formulation given by Moskowitz [29, (1)];

i. e,.

h = 0.25 H 1 3  (1)

where ah and H1/3 have the same units.

Once obtained, values of ah are used as they were in IF-73

to calculate "reflection reduction factors" Fh §[17, ? %], and

Idh [17, (194) as corrected in Appendix A of this report]. rgpm-

parisons of these reflection reduction factor formulations with

other formulations and data have been made [18, sec. CI-D.7].

14
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Table- S.,- Estimates of ah for Sea States [l&, p. CI-81].

Sea(a) Average Wave H (b)' O.(C)
State ( Height Range 1/3. .

Code Descriptive Terms m m m
_ . |(f't) (ft) (ft) :,

0 Calm (glassy) 0 0.0
(0) (0) (0)

Calm (rippled) 0 - 0 . .0.09, 0.00.. (.,-0.33) (0,3 (0.08).

2 Smooth (Wavelets) 0.1 --O.S 0.43 0.11
0 (0.33 - 1.6) (1.4) (0.35)

3 Slight 0.5 - 1.25 1 0.2S-
(1.6 - 4.0) (3.3) .(0.82)

4 Moderate 1.25 - 2.5 L9 0;46
(4 - 8) (6.1) (1.5)

S Rough 2.5 - 4 3 0.76
(8- 13) (10) (2.5)

6 Very rough 4 - 6 4.6 ,1.2
(13 - .20) (15) (3.8)

7 High -9 7.9 2
(20 - 30) (26) (6.5)

8 Very high 9 - 14 12 3
(30,- 46) (40) (10) -

9 Phenomenal >14 >14- 3.3. 1
--->46) (>45)' IG11")

(a) --Based on initernational meteorological code [30, code 3700J.

(b)
Estimates significant wave heights-(average q-f highest ce-ihirdi -, .

H1  . [41, table 1]).

(c)
Estimated using a formulation provided by Moskowitz [29, (1)]

with H,/, estimates. . i
: ,.;i-
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3.2 Divergence Factor
The divergence factor, D, is used to allow for the divergence

of energy reflected from a curved surface in the effective reflec-

tion coefficient formulation. It is defined by Reed and Russell

[35, p. 103] "as the ratio of the field strength obtained after
reflection from a spherical surface to that obtained after reflec-
ting from a plane surface, the radiated power, total axial dis-
tance, and type of surface being the same .n both cases, and the
solid angle being a small elemental angle approaching zero in mag-

nitude."

Figure 1 illustrates the geometry for reflectien from a plane.
earth and a spherical earth where the relative location of the
source reflecting point and reference plane are identical. It

also shows the relative size of the ray bundle on the reference
plane for each case (see fig. 1. caption). The divergence factor
is related to the reference plane area associated with the spher-

ical earth reflection, Ase , and the plane earth reflection, Ape ,

by
D 4ApeAse. (2)

Derivations of expressions for D are beyond the scope of this
text, but such developments are available [7, sec. 11.3; 8, pp.

9S-97; 23, sec. 5.2; 35, sec. 4.27; 36]. An exact expression for
D that is very similar to the formula provided by Beckmann and

Spizzichino [7, p. 223] may be developed by extending the Riblet
and Barker formulation [37, (13)] to the special case where prin-
cipal radii of curvature of the reflecting surface at the rcflec-
tion point are within, a and normal, a to the plane of inci-

dence. This expression is

- 1/2
2rlr2  2r lsin* (3

I. :-.' fl -
(r- + r sin*-a rr

16
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where the ray lengths rI and r, along with the grazing angle t are
shown in figure 2. Here the r - and a must be expressed in1,2 n,p
the same units; e.g., kilometers. For the spherical earth case,
ap=a n aa, so that (3) may be expressed as

+ 2R(l + si21DRr(1 + sin2 4') 2R
Dw [1 + (4)a sin al

a a

where

Rr = rr 2/(rI+r 2) (5)

Values for * are obtained as in IF-73 [17, p. 58], and values for
rl2 are calculated using

SH1, if -90 o

T (6)rl'2 Di,2/cos otherwise 6

where H1 2 and D are defined by figure 2. A formula for D
is included i~i IF-73 [17, p. 51].

Divergence, as calculated using (4), is used in IF-77. It
is incorporated into IF-73 as a factor multipiying the left-hand
side of equation [17, (68)].

3.3 Ray Length Factor
The ray length factor, F , is used to allow for situations/ r.

whete the free-space path loss associated with the reflected ray
maybe sgn9ificantly gr,,ater than that associated with the direct
ray. It is determined using

hr r12  (7)

4This notation, r 2  is ueto impr 1 o

18
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r, 7,

where ri s the direct ray length and r12 is the reflected ray

length (rI + r2) as illustrated in figure 2. Incorporation into

IF-73 is accomplished by using it as a multiplying factor to the

left-hand side of equation [17, (68)].

3.4 Gain Factors
The antenna gain factors and are used to allow

for situations where the antenna gains effective for th direct

ray path differ from those for the reflected ray path. Figure 3

illustrates the two-ray path and indicates the gains involved.

These are the relative voltage an.enna gains (volts/volt or V/V)

associated with the direct ray at terminal one or two, gD,2' and

those associated with the reflected ray, R,2" They are measured

relative to the main beam of their respective terminal antenna;

i.e., for main beam conditions D,R= R,2 = 1 V/V. This conven-

tion is consistent with usage in IF-73 [17, p. 39]. However, it

is NOT CONSISTENT with usage in the Multipath Handbook (18, sec.
CI-D.3] where ident-.cal symbols are used, but the gains are mea-

sured relative to an isotropic antenna.

In general, these gains are complex quantities, but IF-77 in-

cludes provisions for scalar gains only. In many practical appli-

cations the direct and reflected rays will leave (or arrive) at

8hl,2 and' eg,2 ar measured _from'the -- eh2
horizontal at each terminal. Angles -8 2
above the horizontal are positive.

D22

\ 
R2_

9D-I

Figure 3. Sketch illustrating antenna gain notation (not .

9D• 

I

~~drawn to scale).
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elevation angles where the relative phase is. either expected to

be near zero or-is unknown, so that the complexnature of these-

gains is- largely academic. They are called voltage gains .since

they are a voltage ratio that could be considered dimensionless

(volt/volt), .but are different from gains expressed -as power ra-

j tios (watt/watt) that could also be considered dimensionless. De-

j cibel gains above, main beam values are related to these gains by,-,

formulas such as

GRI,2(dB]'- 20 log I9R,21 (8)
I and

IgRI,21 ViV ] 0(GRl,2/Z0). (9)

" The formulations for gDR are

-C gDl gD2 for linear polarization ) (10)

D[V/V] O.SghD 1 ghD2 +g-VDI gvD2 ] for circular(

pblarization

and

I for omnidirectional antennas
and/or circular polarization

gR V/V I (see text below) (1I)

otherwise

where- omnidirectional implies that, .for the radiation aioles. 6f

interest, g =  and g " In problems involving. 6ircular

polarization, horizontally polarized (ghDl and ,2) and
vertically polarized (g-VD,2 and compone.nts are used.- - D I__ " v R L ,2 -) -  q o , . .. .: :

Linear, polaroization is considered to-be qither vertical ior horji-

zontal with the polarization associated selected.

accordingly. Defii as 1 for circular polarization is done-

to allow the antenna gains to be included in the reflection

coefficient formulation pf IF--77 ,in a -simple.Kay'or horizontal or
vertical polarization. The circular polarization case

will be discussed in the next section.
21



The IF-73 was extended- to include g by incorporating :it -as
a repla'cement for the multiplying factor g in-left-hand :s-ide'.of-
two'equations [11, (68), (69)]. For special cases Where only the
antenna patterns of IF-73 are used (i.e., isotropic. aircraft an-,
tenna pattern and specific facility antenna patterns), gR reduces,
to g [17, (67)]. The effects of are included in IF-73 [17,
(81), (82)]-with a variable named but since can now be
complex, it is necessary to use IgI in one of the IF-73 equations
(17, (82)]. In addition, it should be realized that the aircraft

antenna gain is not necessarily 0 dBi as it was in IF-73 [17,
p. 37].

The gain factor gRv is similar to R except that gR involves

gains gvRI,2; i.e.,

1 for omnidirectional antennas
gRv [V/V 1 (12 )

[vRl gvR2 otherwise

Also

~~~IVv] = 1 for omnidirectional antennas (3
" gRh [V/V] (13)

| ghRl ghR2 otherwise

wkhere g is for horizontal polarization. These factors will be
used in the formulation of complex plane earth reflection c6-
efficients for circular polarization that is given in the next

section.

3.5 Plane Earth Reflection Coefficient
Values for the complex plane earth reflection coefficient;-

R exp(-js), used in 'IF(73 [17, pp. 52, 5-3] depend 'on the rela-
tive dielectric constant, C, and, conductivity, 'a, aw16ng- with
wavelength, A, grazing angle, *, and polariztion [7, p. 2'19; - J .
18, sec. CI-D.8; 23, p. 396; 35, p. 88; 36; sec, 1iI.i]. For

VerticLal p olarizatibn (electric field in the planhe 'of hi'diace)'

22
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F z 7o . , . -. - _ _

or horizontal polarization (electric field normal to plane of

incidence) R exp(-jo) is given by

exp[- C Sin(il+y gR

or
sin() "Ych exj (r- Ohd (14)

respectively, where

Y c 47 0S 2, (16)

is complex, the complex relative dielectric constant, ec, is de-

fined as

c =-j 60X, u , .(17)

and gR is from (11).
In IF-77, linear polarization gain factors (sec. 3'.4), and re-

flection coefficients are combined to obtain a reflection coeffi-

cient formulation for circular polarization; i.e.,

- ~ e j (xI-jrc)I=O.5Ig~h Rxp-w-) (18)

+gRR ex {j(Wr-cv)11

This formulation is used only for antennas with the same polari-

zaiion sense (e.g., both right-handed).

For a perfect dielectric (a = 0 so that cc me), the numerator

of (14) will go to zero when *B- where

*B = Sin "I V/€+-), ": (19)

IrI- so that Rv  0. This critical angle is called the Brewster angle

and a similar angle associated with reflection from a .surface _

that has non-zero conductivity is called the pseudo-Brewster angle

[36, sec. III.1]. Equation (19), may be used-to estimate the

pseudo Brewster angle when e > 60Xa. Figure 4 shows the dip

.23
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in the reflection coefficient for vertical polarization associa-

ted with the pseudo-Brewster angle along with the abrupt change

in phase that occurs as o goes through its critical value. This

change in phase, which does not occur for horizontal polarization,

will' change the rotation sense of circularly polarized waves that
are reflected from the surface; i.e., when a circularly polarized

wave is reflected, its rotation sense will remain unchanged only

if the grazing angle is less than the pseudo-Brewster angle.

In IF-77, c and a for water may be estimated with

S - 0C (20)-

1 + (21rfT) (
and

a [mho/m] = T( c )/2865 + a. (21)

where c is the static dielectric constant, co = 4.9 is the di-

electric constant representing the sum of electronic and atomic

polarizations, f[MHz] is frequency, T[ps] is relaxation time, and

ai(mho/m] is the ionic conductivity. Values of es, T, andv i ob-z
tained using Saxton and Lane [40] are provided in table 6 for

fresh water and sea water.

Figure 4 provides a comparison of reflection coefficients cal-
culated using the fixed values (table 6) of surface constant given

by Rice et al. [36, p. 111-7] for sea water (solid lines) with

those determined via calculated surface constants (dashed lines).

More such comparisons are available [18, sec. CI-D.8].

4. VARIABILITY

Model extensions that are concerned directly with transmis-
sion loss (or received signal level) variability =are discus'sedAir-

this section. These extensions in:dludd'provisions for* (I)- mixing,
distributions (sec. 4.1), (2) computing ldng-tetm-variabi' ty-f r
various time blocks (sec. 4.2) )r 'l6imates -(sec. 4v.3)', ad 3 -

estimating the effects of£ rain attenuatibn (sec. .-4and ioio-
spheric scint-il4-atibn- (sec-. :4'.;59.

25
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Table 6. Surface Types and Nominal Constants

Surface Type alimho/m]

Poor Ground(a) 4 0.001

Average Ground~a 15 0.005

Good25 0.02

Fresh Water~a 81 0.01

Sea Water~a 81 5

Concrete (bs 0.01

Metal C)10 107

For Fresh Water

00C 100C 200C

Cd) 88 84 80

T[jjsId 1.87 x 10-5 1.36 x 10-5 1'.oi x 1-

a. [mho/m] a)0.01 0.01 0.01

For Sea Water Ce)

00C 100C 200C

Cs75 72 69

Ths]1.69 x 1l-5 1.21 x 10-5 9.2 x 10-6

a. [rho/m] 3.0 4.1 5.2

V-4 FromLongley and Rice [26, table 2].
(b-)Fo

CbEtimated [23, p. 398]-.

Estimated [34, p. 235, p. 240].

Fronm Saxton -and Lane for 0"- salinity [4,0,. tabl.1].
Ce)

From Saxton and Lane for 3.6% salinity .[4,0,, table 1]..
26



4.1 Mixing Distributions

Subroutines have been incorporated into the computer programs

to allow the distributions that dharacterize portions of the vari.
ability associated with a particular model component to be mixe'd

in order to obtain the total variability for that component. For-
example, different fractions of the time may be-characterized by
signal level distributions associated with different ionospheric

scintillation groups, and, with these subroutines, they can be

weighted and combined (mixed) to obtain the total variability as-

s(,ciated with ionospheric scintillations (sec. 4.5).

The process of mixing N cumulative variability distributions

may be summarized as follows:

1) Select M (ten or more) levels of variability

VV ...., Vi .. , VM that cover the entire

.range of the transmission loss(or power available, etc.)
values involved.

2) Determine the fraction of time (weighting

factor) for which each distribution is

applicable; i.e., W,. ... , W ., WN.
3) Determine the time availability (fraction of

time during which a distribution is appli-
cable that a specific level of transmission

loss is not exceeded) for each distribution

at the selected levels; i.e., ql,, '',
q i j l ...' ' q M N "

and 4) Calculate time availabilities for the mixed
distribution that corresponds to the variability

levels selected, i.e.,
41 qll W ', + W + "N+q WN

qi qil l qij W i..++-.+(22] )

1 qM. = qMl W1  + W+ " "" + qMN WN (

27
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This process is the same as the one used by Rice et al.

[36, sec. III.7.2] to combine transmission loss distributions
for time blocks (sec. 4.2) to obtain distributions for summer

and winter. It is also essentially the same as the method
recommended by Whitney 't al. [46, p. 1099; 47, sec. 6] to com-

bine distributions of fading associated with various ionospheric
scintillation index groups (sec. 4.5).

When this process is used to mix distributions of long-term

variability, the required variability functions are obtained from

Vc(q) -V(O.S) + Y(q) Ic (23)

where Ic indicates that the V(0.S) and Y(q) are appropriate for

the conditions (time block or climate) associated with-a particu-
lar value of the subscript c. For example, V(0.S) and Y(q) values
for different climates can be obtained with the information sup-

plied in section 4.3, and mixing can be used to estimate variability
for areas near a border between two different climate types. Af-
ter mixing, Y(q) values needed for later calculations may be ob-

tained from using

Y(q) - V(q) - V(0. S) (24)

where all variables in (24) are associated with the resulting

mixed distribution. Similarly, when mixing variabilities associ-

ated with ionospheric scintillation,

YIc(q) = YI(q)I c , (25)

and the distribution resulting from the mixing is taken as Yi(q)

for later calculations.

4.2 Time Blocks
The long-term variability portion of IF-73 [17, sec. 4.5]

has been extended to allow the variability associated with speci- W

fic time blocks or a combination of time blocks (sec. 4.1)'to be
used. Table 7 shows. the months and hours of the day that cor-
respond to the various time blocks. These blocks afid season

groupings are used to describe the diurnal and seaso..l varia-

bility in a continental temperate climate [36, sec. III.7.1].

28.
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Table 7. Tim Block Ranges [36, sec. 111.7.1],

No. Months Hours

1 Nov. -Apr. 0600 - 1300

2 Nov. - Apr. 1300 - 1800

3 Nov. - Apr. 1800 - 2400

4 May - Oct. 0600 - 1300

5 May - Oct. 1300.- 1800

6 May - Oct. 1800- 2400

7 May - Oct. 0000 - 0600

8 Nov. - Apr. 0000-- 0600

Summer May - Oct. all-hours

Winter Nov. - Apr. all-hours

Variability associated with the time blocks and seasons given in

table 4 were incorporated into IF-77 by allowing the constants

given by Rice et al. [36, tables 111.2, 111.3, and 111.4] to be

used in an equation of IF-73 [17, (178)].

4.3 Climates

The IF.77 includes extensions that allow the use qf long-term

power fading (variability),applicable to various climates., How--

ever, the long-term variability of IF-73 [17, sec. A.S] is

normally used in, IF-77 except when another climate, time block:,;
(sec. 4.2) or combination (sec. 4.1) of climates (or time blocks)-

is specifically requested. The ability to mix distributions

(sec. 4.1) that chaitacterize long-term, power fading to obtain

combinations of climates or time blocks [36, sec. 111.7.2]- adds-!

flexibility to the model. For example-j (a) more meaningful

comparisons can be made with data in cases where the data col-

lected do not represent all hours of the day or all months 6f A

the year [14, sec. 4.3], and (b) variability formulations' j
that may become available for propagation via specific mechaiiisms-

:7 . ... ....



(forward scatter, diffraction, partial reflections, ducting, etc.)

can be combined in accordance with the fraction of the total time

that they are effective.

The various climate types are listed in table- 8 , including

supplementary data to aid in the selection of the appropriat2

type for a specific radio link. Table. 8 (Samson and Hart, DOC-BL,

informal communication) is based primarily on the annex to CCIR

Report 244-2 [10], and is presented here as the best available

information in lieu of maps. If a path is near a border between

two different climate types, calculations can be made for each

climate or mixing (sec. 4.1) can be performed to combine the

variabilities associated with the climates involved.

The formulation for long-term variability given here as a

function of effective distance, d e [17, (177) on p. 75], is based

on curves provided in CCIR Report 244-2 [10]. Algebraic expres-

sions fitted to the modified versions of the CCIR curves are used

(Hufford and Longley, DOC-BL, informal communication). It was felt

that the CCIR estimates for Climates 3, 7a, and 7b are not typical

for longer distances and values of time availability of 1 percent

or less; i.e., time fraction of q<0.01. The near free-space values

shown by the CCIR curves for paths with d_>400 km require that

the signal be carried within a duct, and while this could occur,

it is not considered typical enough to be included in a general

variability formulation. Thus, curves developed from the formu-

lation provided here would differ somewhat from the applicable

CCIR recommendations and reports, but they are thought to be im-

proved estimates. A more complete discussion of this formulation

that includes graphs for various climates has been prepared for

publication in a Military Handbook (MIL HDBK 417).titled "Facility
Design Handbook for Transhorizon Communications". i

The formulation -is incorporated into computer programs-via-

4
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Yo ( 0 . 1 )  -de/1 c2 +  2(26:)
l+(de/b) E 1+[(deb 2 )/b 3 1 2 (26)

-Yo(0.9)

Y(0.1) - Yo (0.1) g(O.1,f) (27)
and

Y(0.9) - Y o(0.9) g(O.9,f) (28)_

where values obtained are used as in IF-73 for V(0.5) [17, (190)],

Y(O.I)(17, (180)], and Y(O.9)[17, (181)]. Ziffective distance,

de' is determined as it was in IF-73 [17, (177)]; values for the

constants bI , b2, b3, c1 , and c2 to be used for each climate are

provided in table 9 and the factors g(0.l,f) and g(0.9,f) are

calculated as follows:

1 for all climates except 2,4, and 6,

0.18 sin 5 logl0 (f/200)+ 1.06

for 60< f<< 1500 MHz in Climates 2 and 6,

g(0.1,f)n 1 suggested for 60_<f<200 MHz in Climate 4, (29)
0.10 sin S logl0 (f/200)+ 1.02,

for 200< f <1500 MHz in Climate 4,
0.93 for f>1500 MHz in Climates 2,4, and 6

and

1 for all climates except 6,

0.13 sin[S logl0 (f/200)]+ 1.04
g(O.9,f) - for 60 < f_< 1500 MHz in Climate 6, (30)

0.92 for f >1500 MHz in Climate 6

* Note that the above formulation is incomplete in some respects,

but that approximations are suggested to fill the gaps; i.e.,

(a) g(0.l,f) in (29) is approximated by I for 60 <f<200 MHz

in Climate 4, and (b) the constants for Climate 8 (table 9)

are approximated with those of Climate 6.
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Table 9. Constants Used to Calculate V(0.5), Y (0.1), and Y (0.9)

Climate Parameter b1  b2  b3  c1  C2

1. Equatorial V(O.S) 144.9 190.3 133.8 -9.67 12.7

Yo(G.1) 636.9 134.8 95.6 2.70 131.1

Yo(0.9) 762.2 123.6 94.5 -2.73 -204.4

2. Continental V(0.5) 228.9 205.2 143.6 -0.62 9.19

subtropical Yo(0.1) 138.7 143.7 98.6 8.8 19.9

Yo(0.9) 100.4 172.5 136.4 -5.41 -9.83

3. Maritime V(O.5) 262.6 185.2 99.8 1.26 15.5
subtropical Yo (O.1) 165.3 225.7 129.7 12.9 12.3

Y(0.9) 138.2 242.2 178.6 -7.83 -8.52

4. Desert V(0.S) 84.1 101.1 98.6 -9.21 9.05

Y0 (0,1) 464.4 93.1 94.2 4.72 204.2

YO(0.9) 139.1 132.7 193.5 -2.54 -16.8

S. *Mediterranean ..----...... ......

6. Continental V(0.5) 228.9 205.2 143.6 -0.62 9.19
temperate Y (0.1) 93.2 135.9 113.4 6.04 10.4

Y0(0.9) 93.7 186.8 133.5 -3.43 -9.17

7a. Maritime V(O.5) 141.7 315.9 167.4 -0.39 2.86
temperate Yo(O.1) 216.0 152.0 122.7 11.0 17.9

overland Yo(0.9) 187.8 169.6 108.9 -8.79 -13.3

7b. Maritime V(0.5) 2222.0 164.8 116.3 3.15 857.9

temperate Yo(0.1) 136.2 188.5 122.9 10.8 10.5

oversea Y (0.9) 609.8 119.9 106.6 -10.9 -217.6I 0
8. *Polar Use climate 6

For climates numbers 5 and-8, Mediterranean and Polar,values are n6t
available; a substitute for Polar is suggested for use unless more
definite information is available from other sources.
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After Y(0.l) and Y(0.9) have been obtained with (27) and

(28), other levels of the distr4.bution are calculated -using

Y(q) acY(0.1) for q < 0.5 (31)

and

Y(q) -cY(0.9) for q > 0.5 (32)

where the valuies for c are obtained from tables 10 and 11. These

c values have been extended to include those associated with the

long-term variability formulation of IP-73 so that (31) and (32)

can be used with it.

Table 10. The Factor c for q<O.1 to be used in(31)

Climate
Number q 0.01 a U. 00l q 0.00l

1, 6 & 81k 1.95 2.73 3.33
2 1.79 2.27 2.66
3 2.20 3.30 3.70
4 1.82 2.41 2.90
5* ------ -- -

7a & 7b 2.15 3.05 3.80

*ASee table 6.

Table 11. The Factor c for q > 0. 9 to be Used in (32).

q C"'

o0.95 1.*28

0.*99 1.*82

0.995 2.01

0.099 2.41

0.9995 2.57
0.9999 2.90

*For q>0.9 c, values folloO a log-normal distribution for all climates.
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4.4 Rain Attenuation

The rain attenuation model used in IF-77 is largely based on

material in informal papers by C. A. Samson (DOC-BL) on "Radio

propagation through precipitation" and "Rain rate distribution

curves". Only those portions of these papers that are directly

related to IF-77 are repeated here. However, an attempt has been
made to cite references on which his work is based.

Two options for rain attenuation are available in IF-77. The
first is for use in a "worse case" type analysis where a particu-

lar rainfall attenuation rate is assumed for the in-storm path
length, and the additional path attenuation associated with rain

is simply taken as the product of this attenuation rate (in dB/km)

and the in-storm ray length. This ray length is determined in ac-

cordance with the method discussed as step 4 of option two.

Option two involves computer inputs of rain zone (which de-
termines a rainfall rate distribution) and storm size. Rain zones

may be estimated using figure 5 or 6, and the storm size (diameter

or long dimension) is assumed to be one of three options: S, 10,
or 20 km (corresponding approximately to a relatively small, aver-

age, or very large thunderstorm). The maximum distance used in

calculating path attenuation with this option is the storm size

since it is assumed that only one storm is on the path at a time.

The process used to include rain attenuation estimates in IF-77

for this option may be summarized as follows:

1) Determine point rain rates. Point rain rates

(rate at a particular point of observation)

not exceeded for specific fractions of the

time are determined from table 12 for the

rain zone of interest. Values listed in this

table were taken from estimated distributions

[22; 38; 39; 45].

I4
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Table 12. Point Rain Rates (mm/hr) not Exceeded for a Fraction of Time, q.

Rain Zone

1 2 3 4 5 6

!.98 o 0 0 0 0 0

.99 0.17 0.25 0.31 0.54 0.75 1.0

.995 0.62 0.98 1.54 2.07 2.7 3.35

.998 1.8 3.1 4.8 6.2 7.8 9.4

,999 3.2 5.4 8.8 11.7 14.0 17.0

.9995 5.1 9.6 14.5 19.0 23.5 28.5

.9998 8.2 17.0 25.0 33.0 40.0 48.0

.9999 11.3 228 34.0 44.5 54.0 67.0

.99995 14.6 29.5 43.0 57.0 68.0 84.0

.99998 18.8 37.8 56.0 73.0 91.0 112.0

.99999 240 44.0 64.0 86.0 110.0 160.0

2) Determine path average rain rates. Each point rain

rate resulting from step 1 is converted to a path

average rain rate by using linear interpolation to

obtain a multiplying factor from the values provided

in table 13. These values were taken from curves

fitted to data collected in Florida [22].

3) Determine attenuation rate. For each path average

rain rate resulting from step 2, an attenuation rate

A (q) [dB/km] is determined using linear interpolationrr
between the values provided in table 14. These are

theoretical values [27] that were determined for a

Laws and Parsons [24] drop size distribution.

4) Determine the in-storm ray length. First the

length of the direct ray res that is within Tes

of the earth's surface is determined using the

methods described in 1973 for the calculation
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Table 13. Path Average-to-Point Rain Rate Ratiol
-Based on Measurements in Florida [22].

Point Rain St6rm Size Estitated
Rate in mm/hr 5km 10km 20 km

10 1.0 1.0 1.0

is 0.96 0.916 0.835

18 0.94 0.865 0.73

20 0.93 0.85 0.70

23 0.915 0.83 0.66

27 0.899 0,797 0.61

50 0.888 0.775 0.58

33 0.878 0.755 0.564

37 0.86S 0.730 0.54

40 0.860 0.720 0.53

44 0.850 0.704 0.51

50 0.840 0.683 0.493

55 0.833 0.670 0.480

60 0.824 0.650 0.470

65 0.818 0.640 0.452

70 0.813 0.627 0.440

80 0.805 0.610 0.422

90 0.798 0.592 0.408

100 0.790 0.575 0.392

115 0.780 O.S65 0.378

140 0.770 0.550 0.357

155 0.765 0.540 0.350
185 0.760 0.528 0.325g

200 0.758 0.520 0.310
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of reow [17, fig. 21 on p. 72, replace reow

with reo,s,w and T eo,w with T eo,s,w. Here, Tes

is taken as the storm size; i.e., storm height is

assumed to be equivalent to storm diameter [9, p.

98]. Then the final in-storm ray length, rs, is

calculated using

ITes e s> Tes
r s [km]= (33)

r otherwise

For transhorizon paths, the storm is assumed to be

between the facility and its horizon so that res is

not increased because of ray lengths within Tes of the

surface that occur beyond the facility horizon.

5) Determine rain attenuation values. Values for the
attenuation, Ar (q) for a particular fraction of time
are calculated using

0 for q.0.98
A (q) [dB] o i(34)
r Ar(q)r otherwise

where Ar (q) values come from step 3 and the value

for rs is from step 4. Note that table 12 yields

distributions of rain attenuation that are zero for

q <0.98.

6) Combine rain attenuation variability with other

variabilities. Variability for rain attenuation

Yr (q) is related to the distribution of rain attenu-

ation from (34) by

Yr (q) . -Ar (q) • (55)

It is combined with the long-term power fading vari-

ability, Ye(q) [17, sec. A.5], and multipath variability,

Y (q) [17, p. 38], by including Yr2 (q) in an equation

of IF-73 [17, (5)]; i.e.,
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Y'(q) = - !Y2q)+ Y2(q) + Y(2(q))+Y q dBe r (36)
+ for q 0. 5

- otherwise

where Yr(q) is the total variability and Yl(q) is a

variability included in IF-77 to allow for ionospheric

scintillation (sec. 4.5).

4.5 Ionospheric Scintillation

Variability associated with ionospheric scintillation [1; 46]

for paths that pass through the ionosphere (i.e., on earth/satel-

lite paths) at an altitude of about 350 km [32, p. 4] is included

in IF-77. This variability, YI(q) dB, is determined using figure
7 [46; 47, fig. 6] directly if calculations are to be for a spe-

cific scintillation index group (see fig. 7 inset) or using a
weighted mixture of the figure 7 distributions (sec. 4.1) where

the weighting factors are estimated for specific problems. For

example, a computer program available at NTIA/ITS [33] that is an

extension of the Fremouw model [13] can be used to estimate weight-

ing factors for frequencies up to 400 MHz [32]. An equation given

previously in section 4.4, (36), is used to add YI(q) to IF-77.

Provisions exist (table 2, index group 6) to allow YI(q)

to change with earth facility latitude when a geostationary

satellite is involved and the earth facility locations are along

the subsatellite meridian. Figure 8 shows the distributions cur-

rently used when this option is selected. These distributions

were developed by mixing distributions for particular scintilla-

tion index groups in accordance with the estimated time for which

they would b- present at a frequency of 136 MHz so that the fre-

quency scaling factor discussed below should be used with these

distributions r43, table 5]. However, only minor program modi-

fications would be necessary to incorporate other distributions ,
that might be of interest.
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When the distributions of figure 8 are used for a frequency

other than 136 Mllz, an optional frequcncy scaling factor should

be used. It relates Yi(q) to Y136 (q) from figure 8 by

YI(q) = (1 3 6 /f)n Y1 36 (q) (37)

where n varies with earth facility latitude, FL[ 4 3 , (27)]; i.e.,
1 for FL< 17 or eFL >520

1 + (e 17)7 for 17 °<FL< 24 ' (38)
n=

2 for 24<e FL<450

1 + (52-eFL)/7 for 4 50<eFL<52.

Other scaling factors could be used with minor program modifica-
mt ions.

5. TROPOSPHERIC SCATTE3R

The Rice et al. [36, sec. 9] method, which is used to calcu-
late attenuation for tropospheric scatter in IF-73 [17, sec. A.4.4],
is not applicable to paths that involve a very high antenna such
as a satellite. This method was reformulated by Dr. George A. Huf-
ford (DOC-BL, informal communication) to include geometric para-
meters associated with very high antennas where these parameters
are determined using ray tracing techniques. The resulting formu-J lation has been incorporated into IF-77 and is presented here.
It was developed using kilometers as a measure of length so that
all lengths in the formulas of this section are in kilometers.

Frequency and the basic geometric configuration for the
tropospheric scatter path are assumed to be known so that values
for the following parameters are available where

hlI  [km-msl] =antenna elevations above mean sea

level (msl),

h [km-msl] = effective reflecting surface elevation
above msl,
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where hrs is also taken a: average terrain elevation,
hv [km-hrs] = common volume elevation. above hrs ,

z ,2[km] = antenna to common volume ray lengths,

Ns (N-units] surface refractivity at hrs ,

O(rad] = scattering angle,
and

)[km]= wavelength.

The scattering efficiency term, S, is calculated as follows:

= 0.031-2.32(10 3)N +5.67(10"6)N (39)
£1 S 6 s'()

y =0.1424[l+c1 exp[-(0.25h )6]}, (40)

2vad,=0.002N5 2_O.06N +6.6, (41)

S=91.1 
2

e 1+0.7716h 2

+20 log[(0.1424/y) 2exp(yhv9I. (42)

The scattering volume term, Sv, is calculated as follows:

S - Z2 (43)

1+ 2
where $ is the modules of asymmetry,

A= (1--s 292  (44)

S= £1i+.2 (45)

where . is the total ray length,

n = y09/2, (46)

Xi = (l+s) 2 n(47)
2

X2= (l-s) n, (48)

K - 2,n/A (49)
where K is the wave number,

p2 = 2(hl 2 -hrs), (50)

q = (x +/692+p2 (51)ql2 1,2 01,2'
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- +-5 (52)
B 6 + 8s 2 2 2 /q

+8( +s) . 2 P ')

2 2 2

C (1,I +S  (P2+i§) 2 l 2(S3)
l 2  2 2 /

2l~

Finalythe attcnuation for scatter, As, relative to free
spac iscalculated using

+S~ ~~ +1 loP 3 (5

6. CONDITIONAL ADJUSTMENT FACTOR

The cond';ional adjustment factor, Ay, is used in IF-73

to prevent available signal powers from exceeding levels
expected for free-space propagation by unrealistic amounts when
the variability is large and the calculated reference level is
near its free-space value. This is accomplished by adding Ay
to calculated reference basic transmission loss: Lbr , in the
computation of median basic transmission loss, Lb (0.5) [17, pp.

40, 411. However, the resulting increase in transmission loss
can be too large for frequencies near 400 M z when climates or

time blocks with large variabilities are used. For example,
the use of Time Block 7 (sec. 4.2) can result in an Ay of 20 dB.

To prevent excessive loss increases associated wit'h Ay, a
formulation to keep Ay<10 dB has been incorporated into IF-77.
This formulation may be summarized as follows:,

fh = elevation angle correction factor [17, (179)],

Lbf = basic transmission loss for free space,
(17, (15)],
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Lbr = basic transmission loss calculate-! reference

level [17, (17)], _

TYT -a parameter from IF-73 [17, (182)],

Y(q) = a long-term variability parameter which is
calculated using (31) and (32) with c values

from tables 10 and 11,

Y elq) = foh Y(q), (56)

(0 if lobing option [17, sec. 3.1.1] is
=used and the aircraft is within 10 lobes 57

YI of its radio horizon

r(Lbf 3) - [Lbr- Ye (0.1] otherwise

0 if AYI<0 -

A1 0 if Ayl >10 (58)

AyI otherwise

Y (q)l

lesser of or for lobing
YT

Y (q<0.1) = (Yej(q)
lesser of or otherwise. (59)

Lb+Ay - (Lbf -

Where cy is 6, 5.8, and S dB for q values of 0.001, 0.001, and

0.01 respectively,

Lbr ~Lbf+l10 if AY > 1

Se (q-"1) = yeI (0.1) otherwise

and

Ye (q > 0.1) = YeI(q). (60)

These equations replace similar equations in IF-73 [17, sec. A.5].

7. TRANSITION DISTANCE
The transition distance do is used in blending attenuation,

valid within line-of-sight, with the radio horizon value. It

is the largest distance in the line-of-sight region at which
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diffraction effects associated with terrain are considered negli-

gible. Values estimated for d in IF-73 [17, (140)] have been
0

found to be too small when low antennas are used for both antennas.

To correct this difficulty, do estimates in IF-77 are made using

d when dL. > dd

d l Ll d

Sdo d,/6 when d,/6 >dLl and dd  (61)

dd otherwise

where dLl is the horizon distance for the lower terminal (sec. 9.2),

d /6 is the distance at which the path length difference, Ar

[17, (36)], is equal to X/6 [X is wave length), and dd is the

d of IF-73 [17, (140)]. The distance d is the largest distance
C-1 X/6

at which a free-space value is obtained in a two ray model of

reflection from a smooth earth with a reflection coefficient

of -i....

8. FREE SPACE LOSS
The ray length, r, term of the free-space loss portion of

IF-73 [17, (15)] when computed via the IF-73 formulation

[17, rO from (54) for line-of-sight or path distance d for trans-

horizon paths] can give loss values that are much too low when

a very high (satellite) antenna is involved. To extend IF-73

to such cases in IF-77, a new formualtion for r was developed.

This formulation may be summarized as follows:
ao = actual earth radius (6370 km = 3440 n mi),

d =great-circle path distance,

dLl, 2 =horizon distances,

h 1 2 =horizon elevations (above msl) from (72) and
IP-73 (see eqn. 396 of App. A).

h2 = antenna elevations (above msl),
1,2

r O =length of direct ray in IF-73 [17, (54)],

r = (h-hl) 2+4(h +a )(h +a )[sin(O 5d/a A 2 (62)
W 21 1 0 ) 2 0 0
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1W1

where rWH is the within-the-horizon ray length between antennas

above an air-less earth (i.e., bending neglected),

rLI, I (h 1, 2 - hL , 2
) +4(h , 2 +a o )(h L

1 2 +a o ) [ sin (0.5dLi,2/a)] 2 (63)

where r l,2 are antenna to horizon ray length for an airless

earth (no ray bending),

Ss (d-dLl-dL2 ) (64)

where D is the distance between horizons,

rBH r Ll+rLl+Ds (65)

where r is the total ray length for a beyond-the-horizon path,

and

r or rWH for within-the-horizon

r =.greater of or (66)
d or rBH, for beyond-the-horizon

Equations (62) and (63) are simply the application of the half-

angle law of cosines formulation where two sides (a0 + elevation)

and an included angle (great-circle distance /ao) are known.

9. AIRBORNE FACILITY

The IF-77 version allows the facility (or lower) antenna to

be airborne; i.e., IF-73 was extended to cover air/air and air/

satellite cases. This extension involves the more extensive use

of parameters based on ray tracing in parts of the model associ-

ated with the facility antenna. For the most part, these para-

meters are similar to those used in IF-73 for the aircraft an-

tenna only.

9.1 Smooth Earth Horizons

Ray tracing is now used to determine the smooth earth hori-

zon distances associated with both terminals, d that areLol,2'
used in the calculations associated with long-term power fading

[17, sec. A.5]. These distances are determined by ray tracing

from the earth's surface to the respective antenna heights where

the initial take-off angle is 00 and the surface refractivity

50
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CNs = 329 N-units) corresponds to a 9000 km (4860 n mi) effective

earth radius.
The IF-77 version uses ray tracing to determine smooth earth

! horizon distances associated with both terminals, dsl, that are
I used in the calculation of effective antenna heights. These dis-

tances are determined by ray tracing from the reflecting surface
i elevation [17, fig. 13] of the earth's surface to the respective

' antenna heights. The initial take-off angle used is 0* and the

Ssurface refractivity, N s, is calcualted from the No0 or effective

~earth value specified for the path [17, (18), (20)]. Values for
d Lsl, 2 are used to determine effective antenna heights, h el,2,
and effective heights above reflecting plane, HI2 as follows:

a = effective earth radius (17, 20].

a a  = adjusted earth radius [17, (44) ],

a = actual earth radius (6370 km =3440 n mi),
0
h alZ =actual antenna elevations above reflecting
hal,2 surface elevation

hcg = height of facility counterpoise above ground
at the facility site,

hf height of the facility antenna above its counter-
fc poise,

Osl,2 [rad] =dLsl,2 /a (67)

hl2=lesser of 0.5 d Lsl,21a i S1,2 .O.l rad ,(8

el 2 l sec(sl,2)-l] otherwise I

hel,2 = al,2 " el,2 ( 69)

Aha, Ahel 2(aa-ao) /(a'ao), (0

H1 h a- A h f r groun d re flect ion

h fc for counterpoise reflection (1



jha2 -ha 2 fOr ground reflection (72)
ha2-ha hcg for counterpoise reflection

These expressions are extensions of similar ones used in IF-73

[17; (34), (32), (45), (46), (48), (49)].

9.2 Facility Horizon

The IF-73 version allows the facility horizon to be specified

by (a) any two horizon parameters (elevation, elevation angle, or

distance), (b) estimated with any one horizon parameter and the

terrain parameter, Ah, (c) estimated from Ah alone, or (d) calcu-

lated for smooth earth conditions [17, fig. 14]. Some of this

flexibility must be sacrificed when the facility is high since the

accurate specification of more than one horizon parameter requires

prior knowledle of ray tracing results.

The IF-' version was constructed to retain all facility ho-

rizon specification flexibility for low facility antennas and yet

allow ray tracing to be used for high facility antennas. This

method may be summarized Ps follows:

4 1) Determine horizon parameters as they were determined

in IF-73 [17, fig. 14], but consider the results as

initial values that may be changed if the facility

antenna is too high. The resulting parameters are

E)Iel '= initial estimate of the horizon elevation angle
0ell

hiLI initial estimate of the facility horizon

elevation hLl, and

diLI = initial estimate of facility horizon distance
d Ll.

2) Facility antenna height, hi , and effective antenna

height, hei , from (68) are used to test the initial

I 5 2 '



horizon parameters and the initial parameter values

are replaced by ones appropriate for a smooth earth

if the test conditions are met; i.e., smooth earth

values are used if

lel >0 and hl>hLl

h > 3 and or
ell

3) This step is not used if smooth earth parameters were

selected in step 2. If Ahel from (69) is zero or

less the initial horizon parameter values from step 1

are used, otherwise ray tracing is used to determine

values for 0 el and d Ll; i.e.,

hLl= hILl (73)

= elet if Ahel<0 i
el m otherwise use ray tracing (74)

and

dLl = dILl if L hel O (75)

Totherwise use ray tracing .

The ray tracing referred to in the equations above is started at

the horizon elevation, hLl, with a take-off angle of -0L and

continues until the facility antenna height h1 is reached. Then

the great-circle distance traversed by the ray is taken as dLl,

and the negative of the ray arrival angle is taken as 0el* The

take-off angle used is calculated from

0 -L ='(GIel+ddLlI/a). (76)

10. ANTENNA PATTERNS

This section deals with the use of vertical plane antenna

patterns in IF-77. These patterns give gain relative to the

main beam gain in the vertical plane [17, sec. A.4.2; 21, figs.

45 and 45]. Azimuth patterns are used only in program TWIRL
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(table 1) which is described in the APPLICATIONS GUIDE [21, sec.

3], but these patterns are considered to be more a part of that

particular program than part of the propagation model and are not

discussed here.

10.1 Aircraft Antenna

The aircraft (or higher terminal) antenna pattern in IF-73-

was taken as isotropic, and modifications to allow for aircraft

antenna pattern effects are included in IF-77. This extension

involves the use of the gain factors which are discussed in

section 3.4.

Aircraft antenna pattern options currently built into the

IF-77 include an isotropic antenna and a JTAC [21, (11)] direc-
tional pattern where the half-power beamwidth and the tilt of

the antenna is an input in degrees. Program modifications can

easily be made to accommodate other patterns that are specified

in terms of gain versus elevation angle. Horizontal (or azimuth)

patterns for the aircraft antenna are not used in any of the

programs.

Aritenna pattern data as used in IF-77 is normalized to the

-main beam gain. The extent to which the main beam antenna gain

exceeds that of an isotropic antenna is considered as a separate

item for the receiving antenna and is included in the specifica-

tion of Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power for the transmit-

ting antenna (EIRP); i.e.,

EIRP [dBW] = PTR[dBW]+GT[dBi] (77)

where PTR is the total power radiated from the antenna and GT is

the main beam gain of the transmitting antenna relative to

isotropic.

10.2 Ray Elevation Angles

Incorporation of an aircraft antenna pattern into the model

via antenna gain factors (sec. 3.4) requires that gain values be

obtained from the pattern for the direct and reflected rays at)/
appropriate elevation angles. In terms of the variables that

are similar to those of IF-73 [17, sec. A.4.2], direct ray

54
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elevation angles 0HI2 and ground reflected rays e are given
H1,2 gl,2

by
0hl,Z=- 1,2 (use + for 0hi), (78)

0 =0 +0 (79)
'H1,2 hl,2 L1,2,

tgl,2 = 0L1,2 - - 1,2' (80)

where 0L,2 is a smooth horizon elevation angle adjustment term,

and the remaining parameters are calculated as in IF-73; i.e.,

[17, (53)], 01,2 [17, (50)T, and j [77, fig. 19]. Values- for

OL1,2 are obtained from

OLl2 (OLR1,2 "LE1,2 ao (81)
w ea0

where OLRI, 2 are the elevation angles of the smooth earth horizon

rays as determined with ray tracing, 0LEI,2 are the elevation

angles of the horizon rays as determined using the effective

earth model, and the remaining parameters are calculated as in

IF-73; i.e., aa (17, (44)], a [17, (19)], and a [17, (20)]. Values
a 0

for 0LEI,2 are obtained from

0 Ld1,2 =Cos -1 (a/(Hi+a)) (82)
(a/(H 1,2 a)

where a[17,(20)] and H1 ,2 [17,(47)(48' are the effective earth

P radius and antenna heights of IF-73. ine effect of 0LI,2 is to

force oHI,2 and 0gl,2 to have the values obtained via ray tracing
at the smooth earth radio horizon, and prorate values obtained
elsewhere. The prorating factor (aa-a )/(a-a ) used here is the

same factor used to adjust Ahe (17, (46)] in IF-73.

10.3 Tracking Options
Tracking options are, available for each terminal. When a

tracking option is used for a terminal, its antenna's main beam

is always pointed at the antenna of the other terminal or at

the radio horizon when the'path is a transhorizon path. This

is accomplished by setting the beam tilt of the antenna that is

tracking to the direct ray elevation angle where this angle
55



becomes the horizon elevation angle for transhorizon paths. For

example, when the tracking option is used for both antennas the

full gain of both antennas will be included in the calculation

of transmission loss for free-space conditions.

10.4 TACAN Vertical Pattern

The TACAN RTA-2 vertical pattern used with IF-77 [21, fig.

45] is based on a statistical analysis of International Telephone

and Telegraph (ITT) production test data for 23 antennas. Each

of these antennas were tested at 3 or more frequencies so that

a total of 78 patterns were used. Of these, 37 were low band

(below 1088 MHz) and 41 were high band (above 1087 MHz). Gain

values at 30 intervals for elevation angles from -600 through

600 were used to obtain a distribution of gain at each elevation

angle. Gain values exceeded at each angle for 5, 50, and 95

percent of the data are shown on figure 9 along with the standard

deviation of the gain measurements. Also shown in figure 9 are

gain measurements for a single antenna in the above 600 and

below -60* range that were obtained from a military report with

limited distribution, and the piecewise linear approximation

used for the 50 percent in IF-77.

11. SUMMARY

This report covers extensions that were made to IF-73 [17]

in the process of developing the 1977 capabilities [21] of table

1. These extensions allow the programs to be used for a wider

variety of problems such as those involving air/air or air/

satellite propagation. A brief description of the propagation

model provided in section 2 is followed by detailed discussions

of specific model extensions. Minor changes to and errata for

IF-73 are provided in Appendix A.

The 1977 propagation model"(IF_-77) has been incorporated into

computer programs that are useful in estimating the service cover-

S age of radio systems operating in the frequency band from 0.1to

20 GHz. They may be used to obtain a wide variety of computer;

generated microfilm plots. A plotting capability summary is
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provided in table 1 'and program input parameters are summarized

in tables 2 through 4. These tables were taken from an APPLICA-

TIONS GUIDE [21] for the programs where these capabilities and

parameters are discussed in detail.

Potential users should 1) read the brief description of-the

propagation model provided in section 2 to see if the model is ap-

plicable to his problem, 2) select the program(s) whose output(s)

are most appropriate from the information given in table 1 [21,

sec. 3], 3) determine values for the input parameters given in

tables 2 through 4 [21, sec. 4], 4) request a cost estimate for

appropriate computer runs,. and 5) submit the formal request and/or

purchase order that may be required.

Requests to the FAA should be addressed to:

Federal Aviation Administration
Systems Research and Development Service
Spectrum Management Staff, ARD-60
2100 Second Street, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20591

Attention: Navigation Specialist

Telephone contact is strongly encouraged, and Mr. Robert Smitni

can be reached at 426-3600 if the Federal Telecommunications Sys-

tem (FTS) is used, or (202) 426-3600 if commercial telephone is

used.

Other requests should be addressed to:

Department of Commerce
Spectrum Utilization Division, NTIA/ITS-l
32S Broadway
Boulder, CO 80303

Attention: Mary Ellen Johnson

Telephone contact is strongly encouraged, and Mrs. Johnson can be

reached at 323-3587 if FTS is used or (303) 499-1000 x 3587 if

commercial telephone is used. If extension 3587 can't be reached,

try extension 4162, which is the Spectrum Utilization Division

Office.
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APPENDIX A. CHANGES FOR FAA-RD-73-103

Computer Programs for Air/Ground Propagation

and Interference Analysis 0.1 to 20 GHz

G. D. Gierhart and M. E. Johnson

September 1973*

All changes (errata and minor modifications) recommended for the

above report by the authors as of May 1978 are listed below.

These changes do not include modifications associated with the

1977 extensions that are discussed in the text of the present re-

port, but do include some minor modifictions that were made to

accommodate the extensions. Readers finding additional errata are

urged to contact an author at the U. S. Department of Commerce;

Spectrum Utilization Division, NTIA/ITS-1, Boulder, Colorado 80303.

Mrs. Johnson can be reached via commercial telephone at (303) 499-

1000 x 3587 or on the Federal Telecommunications System (FTS) at

323-3587. The changes are:

2ae Location Changes

5 End of first . . . Change the (fig. 3) to (fig. 5).
paragraph

15 Line 2 . . . . . Change the Ns toN

39 Line 1 . . . . . Change "-5 a (q) available for a fra.,-

tion of the time > q ..." to "...S a(q)

exceeded for a fraction of the time

q .

*This DOT report is now available from the National Technical
Information Service, Operations Division, Springfield, VA 22151.
Order using accession number AD 770 335.
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Page Location Changes

39 (8) ....... Change the 50 to 0.5.

E 41 (16) ........ ... Change"...if lobing..." to "...or if
lobing..." and delete "or path is be-
yond line of sight".

End of first . . . Change the (3) to (5).
paragraph

48 After (39) . . . . Insert: The aircraft horizon height

HL2 km-msl, is calculated from

DS = d-dLl - dL2km (39a)

and
lhl if DS < 01

hL2  < rs0otherwise km. (39b)

51 (4S) ....... Change the Aha to Ahe .

52 (58) ....... Changethe + e to -( +).

53 (68) and (6.) . Change the *h,v to .

54 (77) ........ .. Change the V to Vc.

56 (78) . . . . . . . Change right-hand side to
Rg9 if dc < 0

( . R g otherwise

57 (81) ... .. Change the = RTg to + F fs RTg"

After (81) .... Insert: Where

1 if lobing option (sec.

3.1) is used
Ffs = 1 if A rg< 0.5 x and 1g + ( 81a)

RTG exp(-j TG) I gD

0 otherwise.

59 (86) .......... Change tod =dpL + 0.5 (a2/f) km.
3
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Pa!,e Location Changes

60 (90) ....... . Change to--

03--0. 5(a 2 /f 1 1//a rad (90a)

S4 = 1. 5(a 2 /f) 1 1//a rad (90b)

62 Fig. 20 caption . Change the last h to h

(108) ....... ... Change the dKl to dKLl.

63 (118) ....... ... Change the sign of heel 2 to minus.
eLl, 2

64 (121) ....... ... Change the 2.583 sin (0v to

5.1658 sin (0.5 0v).

65 (126) . . . . . . Change the right hand side to

2 Sin 1 1 5 L L

(128) ...... .Change the right hand side to

-a tan(95 )+ a tan 2

Line following

(128) . . Insert "hs2 is from (130)" between

" and "and."

(133) .... Change the 2.583 sin (06) to
5.1658 sin (0.5 06).

66 (134) ...... Change the 20 to -20.

(135) ...... Insert "1" between " and "+".

Second line
after (135) . Change "... e path..." to "...K

path..."

70 (163) ...... Change the righthand side to

0.5606 n exp [-3.8 (0.1 h.6

75 (182) . . . . . . Change the right hand side to

Lb(0.5)[Lbf.Ve(0.5,de). 2 0 1og(RTG+RTC ) ]
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Page Location Changes

76 Line 2 ..... . Change the (15) to (16).
(184) . .. . . . Change the Lb(O.S) to Lbr +A*

78 Line 5 ..... . Change Fh from (66)" tohh"0h sin ('p)/A = 6",.

(194) ...... ... Change the right hand side to

0.01+946 62 if 6 < 0.00325
6.15 6 if 0.00325 <6< 0.0739
0.45 + 0.000843..(6-0 10262 if

0.0739 <6< 0.1237

0.601-1.06 6 if 0.1237 < 6 < 0.3

0.01 + 0.875 exp (-3.886) otherwise
(196) .. n h 2 2 2 2

angetheRs Rd  to Rs + Rd

gDFirst line Insert It gD is as defined for (31)."a between "(40)" and "and d".

86 From bottom
lines 3 & 4. Change text for codes (0) and (3) to:

"(0) no parameters specified" and"(3) both the angle and the elevationare specified".
87 Change "dB-W/sq mil" in text for PMIN,

PMAX, and YC to "dB-W/sq m".
104 4th line after

statement 22 Change the USO to )50.
3rd line after In READ 7 "HPRI" should be "HPFI" andstatement 25 • • "ISC" should be "KE".

108 Statement 8 • . . Change the 12 to 212.
i11 Line 5 . .. .. Change "Read 8 ... IA" to "Read 8. .IA,

JJ,,.
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_ e Location Changes

114 From page bottom Change KE's in the two statements pre-
lines 7 & . . ceding statement 73 (near page bottom)

to JE's.

120 Immediately after Replace the whole line with LE= 11.
128 first comment
135 statement. ....

124 After statement Insert "IF(SI.LE.SILIM.AND.ILB.LE.0.)
131 136 ........... ... GO TO 137". Attach statement numbers
138 "138" and "139" to the next two lines

then skip a line and replace the next
line with "IF(DZR.LT.0.) GO TO 145".

125 Statement 46 • • • Replace with "46 RST=((RGP*RSP+RDG*RDG)/

139

1251 Statement after Replace with "TLIM=+20.*ALOG1O(GOD+REG+
1331 statement 22 . REC)-GPD+(AD(18)*FTH)'.
139

125 After statement "137 WRL=CABS(GOD+AT2)
133 135 insert . . . . IF(WRL.LE.GOD) GO TO 138
140 WRL=CABS(GOD+ATI)

WR=WRL*WRL+(.0001*GOD)$GO TO 139.

125 Right before . Insert 145 DZR= 0.
133 statement 148
140

142 Line 7 ........ .Replace ".193573364" with ".09679".

Lin,! before

statement 30 . . . Delete

Two lines after
statement 30 . . . Replace with "ITX=((A*A/F)**THIRD)/A

T3=0.5*TX $ 1.5*TX ''.

143 3rd line past
statement 45 . . . Replace with "TH=2.*ASINF(CU*SQRTF

(D/F*DLI*DL2)))t .

9th line after
statement 45 . Replace "VS..." with

"VS=5.1658*SINF(0.S*THS)*TMS".

144 Line 6 ...... Change the DLK4 to D4.
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Page Location Changes

144 Line 11. ........ Replace "V4=..., withV4--S. 1657 (SINF (0.5*TH) *TM2i ."146 Statement 24 . The symbol after CALB should be a "+".

178 Replace "PSWRB" in title and first line
with "PWSRB".

187 Statement 24 . . Insert a "+" just after THET.

2 I
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APPENDIX B. LIST OF SYMBOLS

This list includes most of tho abbreviations, acronyms, and

symbols used in this report except for those used only in Appen-

dix A. Many are similar to those previously used in other re-

ports [17, 18, 21, 26, 35, 44]. The units given for symbols in

this list are those required by or resulting from equations as

given in this report. Except where otherwise indicated, equations
are dimensionally consistent so that appropriate units can be se-
lected by the user.

In the following list, the English alphabet precedes the Greek
alphabet, letters precede numbers, and lower-case letters precede

upper-case letters. Miscellaneous symbols and notations are gi-

ven after the alphabetical items.
a Effective earth radius as calculated in IF-73

[17, (20)].

app. Appendix.

a a An adjusted effective earth radius shown in
4i figure 2 [17, (44)].

an,p Principal radii of curvature of reflecting sur-face of the reflecting point and within, a , or
normal, a n, to the plane of incidence. Used
in (3).

a Actual earth radius (6370 km= 3440 n mi).
0

A A parameter used in tropospheric scatter calcu-
lations, from (44).

APODS A program name (table 1).

ARD Aviation Research and Development.

ATADU A program name (table 1).

ATLAS A program name (table 1).

ATLAS A program name (table 1). -

pe AThe reference plane ray bundle area (figure 1)
pe associated with plane earth reflection in (2).
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A (q) Attenuation [dB] due to rain calculated via (34)
for a fraction of time q.

Ar (q) Attenuation [dB] associated with rain rate and
a fraction of time q (sec. 4.4, step 3).

A Terrain attenuation [dB] from (55) that is as-
sociated with forward scatter.

As The reference plane ray bundle area (figure 1)
associated with plane earth reflection in (2).

Ay A conditional adjustment factor [dB] used to
prevent available signal powers from exceeding
levels expected for free-space propagation by
unrealistic amounts, from (58).

Ayi An initial of value of Ay dB, from (57),

b 1,2,3 Parameters with values from table 19 that are
' 2' used in (26).

B A parameter used in tropospheric scatter cal-
culation, from (52).

c The c-factor from tables 10 and 11 that is used
in (31) and (32).

cm Centimeters (10- 2m).

c Phase (rad) of plane earth reflection coeffi-
Cchv cient relative to w for circular (18), horizon-

tal (15), and vertical (14) polarization. The
total phase lag associated with the reflection
coefficient is (T-cc ) rad.

c,h,v
Parameters with values from table 19 that are

c1,2 used in (26).

C A parameter used in tropospheric scatter cal-

culations, from (53).

CCIR International Radio Consultative Committee.

CRPL Central Radio Propagation Laboratory.

d Great circle distahnce between facility and air-
craft. For line-of-sight paths, it is calcula-
ted as indicated in figure 2. A
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dB Decibels, 10 log (dimensionless ratio of
powers.

dBi Antenna gain in decibels greater than isotropic.

dBW Power in decibels greater than 1 watt.

dB-W/sq m Power density in decibels greater than 1 watt

per square meter.

deg Degrees.

d  The d of IF-73 [17, (140)] that is used in (61)
to calculate d for IF-77.0

de  Effective distance [17, 177] that is used in~(26).

di An initial estimate of facility horizon dis-
tance, made via IF-73 (17, fig. 14].

ds Smooth earth horizon distances determined via
ray tracing (sec. 9.1).

d~ Horizon distances for facility and aircraft
Ll2 respectively. Values for d are determined

as in IF-73 [17, (38)].
d Smooth earth horizon distances determined via
Lol,'2 ray tracing (sc. 9.1) over a 9000 km (4860

n mi) earth.

do  The largest distance in the line-of-sight regionat which diffraction effects associated with

terrain are considered negligible, from (61).

The largest distance at which a free-space
value of basic transmission loss is obtained in
a two ray model of reflection from a smooth
earth with an effective reflection coefficient
of -1. This occurs when the. path length differ-
ence, Ar [17, (56)] is equal to X/6.S I D Divergence factor, from (4).f DOC-BL United States Department of Ccmmerce, Boulder

Laboratories

DOT United States Dt,,artment of Transportation.

k DUDD A program name (table 1).
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DURATA A program name (table 1).

D/U Desired-to-undesired signal ratio [dB] avail-
able at the terminals of an ideal (loss less)
receiving antenna.

D Distance between radio horizons, from (64).
S

D1 ,2  Distance shown in figure 2 [17, (51)].

eqn. Equation.

exp(...) Exponential; e.g., exp(2) -e2

EIRP Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power
TdBW]

ESSA Environmental Science Services Administration.

f Frequency.

fss Facility site surface (table 2).

ft Feet.

ft-fss Feet above facility site surface.

ft-msl Feet above mean sea level.

f 9h Elevation angle correction factor [17, (179)].

FAA Federal Aviation Administration.

FTS Federal Telecommunications System
PdFh  Reflection reduction factor associated with

diffuse reflection and surface roughness

[17, (194)).

P Reflection reduction factor associated with
ray lengths, from (7).
Specular reflection reduction factor associated
with surface roughness [17, (66)].

g Normalized voltage antenna gain used for the

facility antenna in IF-73 [17, (67)].

g(g,f) Frequency gain factor from (29) or (30).

Voltage gain [V/V] factors associated withgD,R direct and reflected rays, from (10) and (11).
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direction of the direct ray (figure 3) relative

to main beam gain.

9 Voltage gain [V/V] similar to g , but
hDl,2 specifically for horizontal pol11ization.

Voltage gain [V/V] similar to g but
specifically for horizontal
polarization.

gRv Gain factor for the reflected ray and vertical
polarization, from (12).

g! Gain factor for the reflected ray and horizon-
tal polarization, from (13).

Voltage gain [V/V] of terminal antennas in' the
direction of the reflected ray (figure 3).rela-

tive to main beam gain.

Voltage gain [V/V] similar to g but speci-

gv~i,2 fically for vertical polarizatiA:2'b

g,2 Voltage gain iV/V] similar to but speci-
fically for vertical polarizatio b p

GHz Gigahertz (109 Hz)

GOES Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite.

G Gains [dB] g.1,2 expressed in decibels, from

?' GT Main beam gain [dBi] of transmitting antenna.
hr Hours.

ha Actual antenna elevations above reflecting sur-a, :face elevation.

i~i!:hg Height of facility counterpoise above ground ,
cg at the facility site.

, hel,2 Effective antenna height above hrs, from (68).

h: 'fc Height of the facility antenna above its
hfc counterpoise.

hil Initial value of hLl
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hl Terminal horizon elevations.

L1,2

hrs Elevation of reflecting surface above msl.

hv Common volume elevation above average terrain.

hl, 2  Antenna elevations above msl.

HDBK Handbook.

; HIPOD A program name (table 1).

Hz Hertz.

HI/5 Significant wave height (table 5).

H' Antenna elevations shown in figure 2 [17, (52)].1,2

i An index for specific transmission loss levels
used in the distribution mixing process (sec.
4.1). it has values from 1 to M.

in Inches.

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.

ITS Institute for Telecommunication Sciences. -'

IRE Institute for Radio Engineers.

ITT International Telephone and Telegraph.

IF-73 ITS-FAA-1973 propagation model.

IF-77 ITS-FAA-1977 propagation model.

j v':- or an index (1 to N) for specific trans-
mission loss distributions used in the dis-
tribution mixing process (sec. 4.1).

JTAC Joint Technical Advisory Committee.
km Kilometer (103M9.

Total ray length, from (45).

log Common (base 10) logarithm.

Terminal to common volume ray lengths.
142

LOBING A program n.me (table 1)
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Basic transmission loss [dB] for free space
nbf [17, (15)].

Lbr Basic transmission loss [dB] calculated refer-
ence level [17, (17)].

m Meters.

mhos Unit of conductance or siemens.

min Minutes.

mm Millimeters (10- 3m).

msl Mean sea level.

M Number of transmission loss levels used in
mixing distributions which is also the final
value for the index i (sec. 4.1).

MIL Military.

MHz Megahertz (106 Hz).

n A power used in the frequency scaling via (37).

n mi Nautical miles.
9

nsec Nanoseconds (10 sec).

N Number of distributions to be mixed which is
also the final value for the index j (sec. 4.1),
or North latitude.

NBS National Bureau of Standards.

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

NTIA National Telecommunications and Information

Administration.

NTIS National Technical Information Service.

N Minimum monthly mean surface refractivity "
(N-units) referred to mean sea level [17,
figure 3].

N Minimum'monthly surface refractivity in N-units
[17, (18)].

N-unit Units of refractivity [4, sec. 1.3] correspond-
ing to 106 (ref active index -1).
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TR Total power [dBW] radiated, used in (77).

q Dimensionless fraction of time used in time
availability specification; e.g. Yo (0.1)
where q= 0.1 implies a time availability of
10 percent.

ql 2Parameters used in tropospheric scatter calcu-
,ations from (51).

Time availabilities for mixed distributions
that correspond to specific transmission loss
levels, from (22).

qllijMN Time availabilities for each transmission loss
level (index i) of each transmission loss dis-
tribution (index j) involved in the distribu-
tion mixing process (sec. 4.1).

r Ray length used in the calculation of free

space loss, from (66).

rad Radians.

rms Root mean square.

rBH Ray length for beyond-the-horizon paths, from(6S).

re Effective ray lengths (sec. 4.4) for attenua-
tion associated with oxygen absorption, (reo),
rain storm attenuation (res), and water vapor
Cbsorption (rew).

rO  Direct Ray length shown in figure 2 [17, (54)].
r, Antenna to horizon ray lengths for airless

earth, from (63).

r In-storm ray length used in rain attenuation
s calculation, from (33).

rW Within-th6-horizon ray length for airless earth,
from (62).

Segments of reflected ray path shown in figure
2 and components of r12.

12 Reflected ray path length as shown in figure 2
[17, (SS)].
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R Magnitude of complex plane earth reflection
coefficient.

RTA-2 A TACAN antenna type.

Rc Magnitudes of complex plane earth reflection
coefficients for circular, horizontal, and
vertical polarization.

R A parameter used in the calculation of the di-r vergence factor, from (S).

s Modules of asymmetry used in tropospheric scat-

ter calculations, from (43).

sec Seconds.

sq m Square meters.

s MI Statute miles.

OAP Super High Frequency (3 to 30 GHz).
1

Sin" Inverse sine with principal value.

SRVLUM A program name (table 1).

S eScattering efficiency term [dB] used in tropo-
spheric scatter calculations, frum (42).

S Scattering volume term [dB] of tropospheric
scatter calculations, from (54).

T Relaxation time [us] used in the calculation
of surface constants for water (table 6).

TACAN TACtical Air Navigatio.. an air navigation aid
u-ed to provie aircraft with distance and
bearing information.

TWIRL A program name (table 1). 4.

T Height or layer thickness (sec. 4.4) used ine°'s'w attenuation calculations for oxygen absorption

(T ), rain storm attenuation (Tes), or water
va-Sr absorption (Tew)s

UHF Ultra-High Frequency (300 to 3000 MHz).

V Volts.
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VC(q arailt for specific climate or time block,
from (23).

Vli Variability levels (V1,... ViV.... .VM) used in
mixing process (sec. 4.1).

W Watts.

WWeighting factors (Wl,.Wj.W)usdi
mixing process (sec. 4.i).

Y(q) Variability (dB greater than median) of hourly
median received power about its median, from
(27), (28), (31) and (32).El Y A complex parameter used in the calculation of

cthe plane earth reflection coefficient, from(16).

Ye(q) Effective variability (dB greatcr than median)
of hourly median received power about its

median, from (59) and (60).

Y Initial value Ye (q) from (56).

Yi(q) Variability [dB] associated with ionospheric
Y1-q) scintillation (figure 7).

Sic(q) Y(q) for a particular distribution to be used
Sthe mixing process to obtain resultant Y (q),

from (25).

Y (q) Variability (dB greater than median) associated
r with rain attenuation, from (35).

YT A parameter from IF-73 [17, (182)].

Y (0.1) A reference variability level used to calculate
0 Y(Q.1), from (26).

Y (0.9) A reference variabLIlity level used to calculate
Y(0.9), from (26).

Y136 (q) Variability associated with ionospheric scin-
tillation at 136 MHz.

Y (q) Variability (dB greater than median) associated
with multipath [17, p. 38].

m (q) Total variability (dB greater than median), from
(36).
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=-V

An angle shown in figure 2 [17, (53)].

Y A parameter in tropospheric scatter calculations,
from (40).

Terrain parameter used to characterize terrain
[17, sec. A.4.1; 26, sec. 2.2].

Sha Adjusted effective altitude correction factors,
tal,2 fo 7)
t~hfro (69)

Ahe Effective altitude correction factors, fromel, (69).

AT Path length difference for rays shown in figure
2 [17, (56)].

Dielectric constant from table 6 or calculated
for water using (20).

Complex dielectric constant, from (17).

Co  Dielectric constant representing the sum of
electronic and atomic polarizations. For
water, o = 4 .9 •

Es  Static dielectric constant (table 6).

Parameters used in tropospheric scatter calcu-
£1'2 lations, from (39) and (41).

A parameter used in tropospheric scatter calcu-
lations, from (46).

0 Scattering angle used in tropospheric scatter
calculations. It is the angle between trans-
mitter horizon to common volume ray and the
common volume to receiver horizon ray as both
leave their crossover point.

I0e Elevation angle of horizon from the facility,
from (74).
Elevation angle of horizon from the aircraft

0e2 [17, (39)].

0 FL Latitude of earth facility for (38).

egl, 2  Elevation angles of the ground re:lected rays
at the terminal antennrs, from (80).

Parameter used to calculate 0i!i,2 from (78).
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0 Dfirect ray elevation angles at the terminal
', antennas, from (79).

I

1e1e Initial estimate of 0 ; i.e., eel as calcula-
ted in IF-73 [17, figgle 14].

0 eL  A ray tracing take-off angle at the facility
horizon, from (76).

SLHorizon elevation angle adjustment terms,
!L from (81).

Horizon elevation angles as determne with
0LE2 effective earth radius model, for (81).

R Horizon elevation angles as determined withLray tracing, for(81) .

0 sl2 Central angles below the smooth earth terminal to
horizon distances for the effective earth
model, from (67).

0  Angle defined in figure 2.

01,2 Angles shown in figure 2.

K Wave number, from (49).

Wavelength.

is Microseconds (10-6 sec).

.. - Parameters used in tropospheric scatter calcu-
"1,2 lations, from (50).

Surface conductivity [mho/m] from (21) ortable 6.

a h  Root-mean-square deviation of surface excur-
sions within the limits of the first Fresnel
zone in the dominant reflecting plane [17,
(65)], from table 5 or (1).

Ionic conductivity [mho/m], from table 6.
Parameters used in tropospheric scatter calcu-

Xl'2 lations, from (47) and (48).

jGrazing angle shown in figures 2 and 3.
Grazing angle associated with the pseudo Brew-
st r angle, from (19).
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OC Degrees celsius.

OF Degrees fahrenheit,

Degrees; e.g. 120.

Expression evaluatad for specific conditions
c such as climate or time block in (23).

Expression evaluated for radio horizon conditions.

Magnitude of expression; e.g., Il-jj 2

F
I
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